Welcome to Mobile Security
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Understanding Mobile Risk
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Mobile phones and tablets have become indispensable everyday tools. They are
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an integral part of life, both personal and professional. These devices know more
about us, our habits and our relationships than anyone else.
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Mobile Threats

Your phone, just like your laptop, is at risk. There are four threat categories:
Phishing, Application, Network, and Device.
Applications that you download and install on your mobile device may contain
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malicious code or present risks to your corporate or personal information
through non-secure data handling or data transfer to third parties. Every network
your smartphone connects to has potential to be unsafe. And devices can be
compromised by malicious intruders/hackers targeting software vulnerabilities.
What’s at risk? Your data, such as texts, calls, contacts, photos, emails, financial
information and corporate information.

Why do I need Lookout?
Because your mobile device stores so much sensitive information, it’s increasingly
becoming a target for cyberattacks. Adding Lookout For Work to your mobile
device today will identify and minimize these threats and make it difficult for an
attacker to steal your data.

What does Lookout do?
The Lookout For Work app scans the operating system, applications, and media
on your device for suspicious activity, sending information from those scans to
Lookout. Lookout compares that data against a database of known viruses and
malware. Lookout then sends information back to your device about issues found
and how to fix them. Lookout For Work will also provide that information to your
company. Your company will use that information to help you fix the issue and
decide whether your device can safely connect to their systems.

MOBILE RISKS
Mobile Phishing

With an ever-increasing
number of phishing and
malware sites – clicking links
from apps, emails, text
messages, and more can
compromise any device.

Downloaded Apps

Everyday apps downloadHG
from the Internet can contain
malicioXs code or access your
personal and corporation
information.

Networks

Whether in your favorite coffee
shop or your friends house,

What Lookout doesn’t do

Lookout firmly believes that your privacy is as important as your security, so we

every network has the potential
to be unsafe.

want to be completely transparent about the data we collect to help safeguard your
device and the security of each employee. Lookout does not collect the following
data types: Image, audio, video files, texts, personal information, or data generated
using apps. Lookout for Work won’t impact your phone’s performance or interfere
with data stored on your device.
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Devices

Out of date operating systems
or software vulnerabilities can
lead to your device being
exploited.

